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The pre-computer history of  
musical sound investigations
Using of objective sound measurements in 

musical science required developing of some spe-
cial methods and devices. Since 1920th, Russian 
researchers fulfilled some significant works on this 
field. Vsevolod S. Kazansky and Sergey N. Rzhevkin 
studied in 1928 sound spectrum properties of singing 
voice [1]. V. S. Kazansky developed a recording 
device with graphical fixing of oscillation form on 
lightsensitive film (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Scheme of optical recording device for sound 
oscillation form (developed by V. S. Kazansky):  

1 — megaphone; 2 — membrane; 5 — revolving mirror; 
6 — light source; 7 — focusing lens;  

8 — roll of light-sensitive film

This investigation showed that in a singer’s voice 
spectrum energy in the area of lower singer’s formant 
will be concentrated in a narrow band (see Fig. 2). 
For a non-singer’s voice the effect of energy concen-
tration is smaller.  (The lower singer’s formant, with 
its center at about 500 Hz, provides a ‘roundedness’ 
effect for the voice sound [2].) 

Especially for investigations on the field of 
musical sound professor Nikolay A. Garbuzov, who 
had both technical and musical education, organized 
in Russia the State Institute for Musical Science 
(1921–1931) and then the Scientific Research Insti-
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tute of Music (since 1931). In 1929, N. Garbuzov 
proposed to use the oscillation-recording device for 
exact measurement of melody line. This work was 
fulfilled by his colleague A. V. Rabinovich, who pub-
lished the results in a 32-pages brochure in 1932 [3].

Fig. 2. Singing voice spectrums (area of lower formant 
for vowel ‘a’ on 129 Hz).  Upper graph: a singer’s voice;  

lower graph: a non-singer’s voice

Every musical sound which has a certain pitch 
contains a natural overtone row in the spectrum, i.e. 
a chain of components with different frequencies 
(multiple of main tone). Because of this, the meas-
urement of main tone is not easy.

Fig. 3. Fragment of oscillogram used by A. Rabinovich 
for estimation of sound pitch

A. Rabinovich calculated the number of oscil-
lation periods at a known time interval and derived 
on this way the main tone frequency, as shown on  
Fig. 3. For this measurement, special time-markers 
have been generated in recording device (thick 
arcs on Fig. 3). The accuracy of this sound pitch 
measurement was about 10 musical cents (1/10 of 
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halftone). For string performance, A. Rabinovich 
measured deviation of every tone from standard 
pitch value prescribed in the score. He showed that 
changing of sound pitch is a usual performer’s meth-
od for improving the harmony. A. Rabinovich also 
prognosticated the using of such exact methods in 
musicologist’s investigations on the field of classical 
music performance and in the study of folk music 
with its non-European pitch rows. 

In the 50th and 60th of the XX century other 
pupils and colleagues of N. Garbuzov made several 
additional measurements of this kind. These results 
confirmed the Garbuzov’s zone theory of musical 
hearing. At this time, chromatic stroboscopes and 
other technical devices were used for measurements. 
These works were fulfilled in Acoustical Laboratory 
of Moscow Conservatory by Sergey Screbkov, Eug-
eny Nazaikinsky, Youry Rags, Olga Sakhaltueva etc.

“Computer era” of musical  
sound measurements
At present time, computer become the main in-

strument for musical sound investigations. In 1990th, 
Nikolay Bazhanov in the Conservatory of Novo-
sibirsk examined performance styles of different 
famous piano-players with help of a low-performance 

computer and self-made sound card. This device 
could fix only intensity and duration of the sound. 
In 1994 N. Bazhanov published a book where he 
described correlations between loudness and sound 
duration in pianoforte performance [4,5].

In 1993, a computer center was organized in the 
Moscow P. I. Tchai¬kovsky Conservatory. Since 
1994, we began to study vocal sounds with a ‘musi-
cal’ computer and ‘Soundblaster’ card. At this time, 
some measurements of vowel sound were fulfilled 
under direction of Russian vocal sound expert prof. 
Vladimir Morozov [6]. 

In 1994, the author of this report began to 
develop his own computer program for different 
measurements of musical sound (program SPAX 
for Windows) [7]. 

In order to develop such computer programs, 
methods and results of different science branches will 
be combined: musical acoustics and psychoacoustics, 
mathematics and signal transmission theory. But 
‘classical’ methods are mostly not sufficient. For 
example, in order to follow details of performance, 
the ‘sliding’ Fourier transformation will be used 
instead of usual spectrum calculation. Estimation 
of sound properties happens in a ‘window’ with a 
width t, which moves along the time axis with a 

small step T∆ . Spec-
trum resolution F∆  
and  time width t are in 
‘uncertainty relation’:  

.constF =×∆ t , 
which limits the pos-
sibilities of exact esti-
mation of parameters 
in time- and fre-quency 
domain.

Various methods of 
sound pitch extraction 
have been developed 
for such programs. A 
study of estimation 
errors was made by 
the author for ‘pop-
ular’ pitch extraction 
technics — difference 
method (YIN), auto-
correlation method and 
cepstrum method. 

The required ac-
curacy of sound pitch 
measurement is about 
4..5 cents (this is usual 

Fig 4. Measurement of mean sound pitch value in program SPAX (after calculating of 
entire melody line). Results are: mean pitch value — cis1+0,7 cents,  

MSQ deviation=2,2 cents, maximal deviation=1,06 cents.
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pitch resolution of hearing). Pitch 
extraction errors for different meth-
ods were estimated statistically 
(see Fig. 4) for test-sounds in four 
‘central’ octaves. Also the influence 
of additional ‘white’ noise or tones 
with different levels and for various 
‘window’ width t was taken in con-
sideration. Appropriate parameters 
and conditions for keeping the sum-
mary error under 4..5 cents have been 
defined in this study.

Some research works 
fulfilled with the program 
SPAX 
Table 1 shows characteristic 

situations in musicological  inves-
tigations where computer measure-
ment can be used effectively. Let’s 
discuss some results of computeraid 
investigation in musicology. Because 
of limited text volume, there will be 
shown only materials belonging to studies of tradi-
tional musical cultures.

folklore singing
Usually, folk singing is an oral kind of art, it 

have no written text (see lowest string in Tab. 1). 
Therefore, this text (musical score) must be created 
as result of phonogram study. But many traditional 
cultures and performers use it’s own pitch row, which 
is a priori unknown.

For the evaluation of sound pitch row, statistical 
method will be used. After calculating of entire 
melogram (melody-line), the program calculates 
sound pitch distribution (see fig. 5: the probability 
rises from right to left). Local maximums of this 
hystogram mark stages of pitch row; ‘too short’ used 

pitches (under threshold hT  — shown as vertical line) 
will be neglected. Appropriate method parameters 
will be chosen on basis of some test calculations 
with various threshold and minimal allowed distance 

between stages, minQ . For every combination of 
these parameters, program calculates the number of 
evaluated stages minQ . For the ‘right’ combination,   
stays near to constant in a certain area of  values [10]. 
This approach can be used for every type of pitch 
row — equidistant or not.

In many folklore singing examples the distribu-
tion of sound pitch includes an equidistant structure 

Table 1. Typical musciological tasks for computer approach

Fig. 5. Statistical estimation of sound pitch row in 
program SPAX: local maximums of distribution (right) 
marks the stages of pitch row; ‘too short’ used pitches 

will be neglected

Fig. 6. Resulting sound pitch row of ‘linear rising’-type: 
intervals between stages growth from 35 to 90 cents  

(100 cents=1 halftone)
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like the European equal tempered pitch row. But, as 
a rule, the pitch row of folk singing has more then 
12 stages in octave — this number varies from 15 to 
30 or more [9]. In some other pieces, the pitch row 
contains linear rising steps between stages (from 
about 35 cents to 90..100 cents within 1,5..2 octaves), 
as shown on Fig. 5 (detected stages are marked with 
thick horizontal lines) and Fig. 6. [8,10].

Traditional Tuva throat  
(overtone) singing
The traditional Tuva throat singing (khomei) 

usually contains vocalization part, which sounds 
like a flute with a lower additional voice. Usually, 
this effect was explained through two independent 
oscillations — of ‘true’ and ‘false’ ferrein’s cords, 
but spectrums show only one overtone system, 
which is typically for full-synchronous oscillations. 
In author’s investigation, based on modulation the-
ory (for radiosignal transmission systems), a new 
model of sound production was offered, which al-
lows to explain this spectrum structure. This model 
has been tested through computer simulation [12].

Another computer simulation (in SPAX program) 
discovered the ‘mechanism’ of two-voice hearing 
during vocalize part in khomei. The pitch of lower 
sound (bourdon) can be percept (and measured) if 
the estimation bases on all existing harmonics. The 
upper ‘voice’ (sounding like flute) will be evaluated 
by hearing (measuring) only the most powerful 
harmonics (belonging to formant, which position 
changes in order to form a melody) [11,12].

Traditional Kazakhstan instruments
The computer study of Kazakhstan traditional 

dombra pitch row was fulfilled for old master’s 
recordings. This investigation showed that the old 
pitch row included stages which are close similar 
to Pythagorean’s, pure or equal tempered scales and 
also very ‘narrow’ intervals like ⅛, ⅓, and also ¾ of 
a halftone [13,14]. 

Because of pitch instability, its values have been 
measured statistically on durations of ‘stationary’ 
sound fragments (see Fig. 7). Based on 40..50 such 
measurements, the mean square deviation of sound 
pitch has been estimated (s = 5,5 cents). It means, 
that intervals can be measured with the accuracy 
not better then 11 cents. Some results for traditional 
dombra music performance is shown in Table 2. As 
result, it have been showed that in traditional old 
master’s performance a lot of small intervals (near 
to 25 cents) were used. 

Fig. 7. Sonogram of Kazakh dombra: pitch measurement 
on time interval. Measurement of main tone frequency is 

based on overtone system (see the graph on right border).

Table 2. Results of pitch row measurement  
for Kazakh dombra music

Classical music of the East:   
historical changes of performance style 
Traditional performance of classical music of 

Transcaucasia and Central Asia have been compared 
on the basis of phonograms of famous Azerbaijani 
and Tadjik musicians, belonging to two generations. 
This analysis showed some ‘historical’ differences in 
the used pitch row during the period 1960th –2010th 

— increasing of percentage of ‘European’ intervals 
(multiple of 100 cents) in comparison with share of 
small intervals (about 25 cents and multiple of it) as 
shown in Tab. 3. It indicates a certain trend in the 
thinking of musicians who studied western music 
and played pianoforte in conservatory. These results 
have been discussed on the previous Symposium in 
Sozopol in 2014 [15].

Interval, cent 
Number of 
intervals 

Number of 
intervals in % 

25x 26 68.5 
50 0 0 

100x 11 29 
150 1 2.6 

Total 38 100 
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Immanent difficulties of advance
Creating of special computer methods for musi-

cological tasks is not easy because the musicologists 
must firstly ‘accept’ the musical sound parameters 
which can be measured with quantitative methods. 
The ‘traditional’ sound characteristics used in musi-
cology belong mainly to nominative scales (‘named 
properties’: song, sonata etc.) or ordinal scales, 
which allow to compare the values (more — less: for 
example, sound pitch), but do not allow calculation 
of ratio (‘two times more then’…) and has no zero 
point. Scales of interval type (with zero point and 
possibility of ratio calculations) will be used only 
for sound duration and dynamics. This ‘humani-
tarian’ approach make it very difficult to construct, 
for example, parameters of performance style, or of 
sound quality etc.

Testing of computer programs (or other quanti-
tative methods) which measure sound pitch can be 
fulfilled with help of special simulated signals and 
noise, but the final criterion is matching of computer 
results with estimations of musicologists, and these 
will be traditionally made by hearing. An additional 
problem consists in musicologist’s perception of 
small intervals, for instance, like 25 cents: they can 
not distinguish it exact by hearing because European 
musicians are not trained appropriately.

A possible compromise is testing of quantita-
tive methods on ‘recognizable’ sounds and further 
assumption that the result for other sounds (which 
musicologists can not recognize exactly) will be 
also correct.

Table 3. Results of pitch row measurement  
for two performers generations  

(% of intervals multiple of 25 cents or 100 cents)

Source phonogram 25x 100 or 200 
cents 

B. Mansurov  
(1960-th, tar) 54,5 45,5 

V. Rahimov (1981, tar) 75 25 

N. Aminov  
(1960-th, tanbur) 76,9 23,1 

M. Eshankoulov   
(2013, tanbur) 40 60 

V. Rahimov (2012, tar) 35 65 

 

Conclusion
In spite of difficulties listed above, contemporary 

investigations in Russia on the field of measurement 
of musical sound parameters deals with different 
kinds of musical cultures and gives new important 
results for musicology. 
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ИЗМЕРЕНИЕ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИК ЗВУКА В РоССИйСКой 
МУЗыКАльНой НАУКЕ 
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Резюме: Объективные измерения параметров звука могут быть использованы в музыкальной науке, но 
технические возможности их проведения долгое время ограничивали развитие этого направления. Первые 
опыты измерений музыкального звука были предприняты в России в 1920-е годы физиками В. Казанским 
и С. Ржевкиным, а затем Н. Гарбузовым и А. Рабиновичем. В настоящее время физические параметры 
музыкального звука измеряются с помощью компьютера. Универсальную программу для этой цели (SPAX) 
разработал автор данного доклада. С помощью программы SPAX был проведен ряд исследований в области 
традиционной и академической музыки, включая вокальное и инструментальное исполнение.

Ключевые слова: музыка, звук, компьютер, программа, измерение, музыковедение, Россия, традиционные 
музыкальные культуры
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ИЗМЕРВАНЕ НА ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИТЕ НА ЗВУКА  
В РУСКАТА МУЗИКАлНА НАУКА
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Резюме: Обективните измервания на параметрите на звука могат да бъдат използвани в музикалната 
наука, но техническите възможности за тяхното провеждане дълго време са ограничавали развитието на 
това направление. Първите опити за измерване на музикалния звук са извършени в Русия през 1920-те 
години от руските физици В. Казански и С. Рожевкин, а след това от Н. Гарбузов и А. Рабинович. Днес 
физическите параметри на музикалния звук се измерват с помощта на компютър. Универсалната програма 
за тази цел (SPAX) е създадена от автора на настоящия доклад. С помощта на програмата SPAX са били 
проведени изследвания в областта на традиционната и академичната музика, включително на вокалното 
и инструменталното изпълнение.

Ключови думи: музика, звук, компютър, програма, измерване, въведение в музиката, Русия, традиционни 
музикални култури


